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Abstract
In times of Lean Management and holistic approaches towards value creating networks,
sourcing decisions have gained importance for all companies. Especially in an orderrelated single-part production, which is characterized by sporadic orders, long lead
times, high value parts and complex processes, a standardized decision-making process
is required to select the best sourcing strategy for A-parts. This paper builds on the
Analytic Hierarchy Process and derives criteria, subcriteria and alternatives to guarantee
optimal provision of input factors.
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Introduction
The goal of this paper is to contribute to theory and practice by developing a
standardized process to change, simplify and finally to standardize the sourcing process
of A-parts and supplier selection. To illustrate the approach, a real-world problem,
namely that of company S is analyzed. In the future, this single-part production
company wants to buy their A-parts from global suppliers in a highly competitive
manner. Up to now such sourcing decisions were made without the support of a formal
decision-making process. To generate such a standardized process, this paper first
identifies sourcing goals and alternatives through a case study with company T, a
leading company in a similar industry. Second, the findings will be verified and
amended through literature review. The order-related single-part production company T
uses the cost benefit analysis to decide on the source of supply, thus communication
between different levels of decision-making becomes easier. In this respect, defining of
criteria weights is problematic and seems rather subjective. This paper examines if
Multi Attributive Decision-Making approaches are better suited for the sourcing
decisions of A-parts in an order-related single-part production company. Furthermore, it
analyzes if the developed model can be transferred to company S and if it could be
helpful in deciding on their new sourcing strategy. Additionally, the impact of the
current economic crisis on the sourcing decision will be discussed. Note that the
intention of this paper is to understand the selection of a suitable sourcing strategy in
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company T and if the proposed framework is transferable to company S. It is not the
intention, however, to derive representative results for any company.
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Deriving a sourcing strategy requires consideration of multiple criteria (McIvor, 2000;
Sydow, 2004). Moreover, the method used needs to be structured, be comprehensible,
guarantee optimal results and be applicable in practice. The Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) developed by Saaty (1994), is a Multi Attributive Decision-Making approach
recognized in both, theory and practice and has been used to make a variety of decisions
(for examples see Yang & Lee, 1997). It helps the decision-maker to select a suitable
option and is not a black box that only presents the best option. It proposes a
standardized decision-making process that describes the complexity of the problem,
measures criteria-conformance and ranks several alternatives (Bhushan, 2004). To this
end it first decomposes the complex decision into a number of smaller problems, which
are solvable by pairwise comparisons. It allows quantitative as well as qualitative
criteria. Structuring the partial problems as a goal-hierarchy and synthesizing the results
accordingly, makes the process comprehensible and helps to select the best alternative.
Thus, the AHP is suitable for selecting a sourcing strategy for an order-related singlepart production.
The approach of this paper can be described as an interactive, five-step process. It is
interactive in a sense that interviewer and interviewee constantly interact. In the first
step, an open interview with a sourcing executive of company T was conducted. The
expert first named sourcing goals, criteria and subcriteria and was then able to arrange
them in a goal-hierarchy. The expert selected three alternatives, each a combination of
three dimensions, and compared their criteria-conformance in pairs (Bhushan, 2004;
Harker, 1989). In addition, the inputs from a literature review were also used to describe
the characteristics of each alternative. As a second step, the decision-maker evaluates
the (sub)criteria pairwise. Since it was also a goal of this paper to assess if criteria
weights changed in an economic crisis, the decision-maker was asked to make such a
distinction. The software package Expert Choice was used to support the interview
process (Vincke, 1992). Pairwise comparisons can lead to difficulties in determining the
ratios that best represent the real-world system. Saying that one option is between three
to five times better than another is not allowed in the AHP. It demands the decisionmaker to decide whether it is exactly three, four or five times better than the other
option (Wang, Chu, & Wu, 2007). Using the Eigenvector approach (Saaty, 1994), local
priorities can be obtained from the preference matrices that are then aggregated to
global priorities. The result is then presented to the decision-maker. Note that
inconsistencies in the preference matrices are allowed to a certain degree (Saaty, 1994),
they point out problems and give the decision-maker the opportunity to revise their
decision (Harker & Vargas, 1987). Adding new alternatives is not allowed, lowering the
possibility of rank-reversal, which is discussed in AHP literature (Dyer, 1990). During
the third step, the decision-maker chooses an alternative. It is possible to choose a
different alternative than proposed by the framework. The AHP helps the decisionmaking process; it does not select a strategy automatically. The fourth step examines if
the proposed framework, can be applied to company S as well. To test the applicability
of the framework, a sourcing expert from this company is asked what their most
relevant criteria and subcriteria were. If required the hierarchy, is adjusted accordingly.
Then this interviewee is also requested to evaluate criteria and subcriteria pairwise for
both situations, in a normal economic environment and during an economic crisis.
Based on the characteristics of alternatives derived in step 1 and the criteria weights
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derivved in step 4, the fram
mework thenn proposes an alternattive to com
mpany S. Fin
nally,
step five
f requirees the decision-maker too select an option
o
for company
c
S.
Thhe followinng two secttions presennt the resultts from stepp 1, by intrroducing crriteria
and alternatives
a
.
Sourrcing strateegy goals an
nd criteria in order-reelated singlle-part prooduction
Seleccting supplliers is onee of the most
m
fundam
mental and important decisions of
o an
enterrprise. In particular,
p
i can deveelop into one
it
o of the most difficcult and crritical
decissions (Josepph & Srinivvas, 2002). First, the sourcing gooals shouldd be obtaineed, in
orderr to objectiively and strategicallyy select a su
upplier. Ideeally sourciing goals follow
fo
comppany goals, with the purpose
p
of achieving
a
co
ompany-wiide goal connformity (F
Friedl,
19900). In recentt years, the cost
c objective has been
n seen less as
a the only ccriterion pu
ursued
in thhe strategiic selection of supppliers. Oth
her criteriaa need to be considered
co-operatioon with supp
simuultaneously, in particullar when deeciding on permanent
p
pliers
in thee context off Lean Mannagement annd Supply Chain
C
Manaagement (Joseph & Srin
nivas,
20022). Hence thhis paper noot only anaalyzes the im
mpact of coost on the ooverall goaal, but
also the significcance of quuality, depeendability, flexibility, service annd socio-pollitical
criterria. Reachinng the oveerall goal “ooptimal pro
ovision of production
p
factors” caan be
assurred by selecting a souurcing strateegy which scores
s
the highest
h
in tthese six crriteria
categgories. Figuure 1 also shows
s
whicch subcriterria were chhosen to evvaluate the main
criterria.

Figure 1 - Proposed hiierarchy of criteria
c
and subcriteria.
s

Inn this hierarrchy, the main
m
goal reefers to the procuremeent of A-parrts for an ordero
relateed single-ppart manufaacturer in mechanicall engineerinng. This paper definees an
orderr-related siingle-part manufacture
m
er as a com
mpany that creates
c
custoomized pro
oducts
with the lot sizee being one. Additionaally, only in
ncoming ordders trigger the engineeering,
sourccing and manufacturi
m
ing processses necessaary to creaate the ennd product. The
following sectiion mentionns the pecculiarities of such ann order-rellated singlee-part
manuufacturer inn respect to the
t proposeed criteria an
nd subcriterria.
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For an order-related single-part manufacturer conditions exist, which affect the
pursued criteria in an explicit way (cf. in the following: Mai 1982; Koppelmann 2000;
Ernst 2002; Riffner & Weidelich 2001; Backhaus & Voeth 2009). Above all, the
sporadic nature of incoming orders affects the entire value chain’s planning as well as
its procurement. As a result, high quantitative fluctuations of incoming orders may arise
at a given point in time. Furthermore, due to the uniqueness of many A-parts, it seems
hardly possible to negotiate framework agreements or quantity discounts with suppliers.
The cost of a project is difficult to measure, mostly because of the long duration of
projects. The long project duration mainly depends on long delivery times of A-parts. It
becomes obvious, that affecting the cost criterion positively can be very challenging for
an order-related single-part manufacturer.
Characterized by high technical complexity and extreme size, quality assurance of
the A-parts that need to be procured can be complicated, outlining another characteristic
of single-part production. On the one hand, high quality is very important because of the
strategic significance of A-parts for the final product. On the other hand, the parts’ high
monetary value entails a high significance of component quality. Further specific
requirements for procurement arise as a result of high delivery times. The dependability
of the supplier, and in particular supply security, is of great importance for an optimal
provision of A-parts. It may even be the most important criterion of all.
In the case of no, late, wrong or defective supply, the company usually has limited
possibility for short-term replacement shipment. This often leads to an abrupt stop of
production. But also, if A-parts get delivered too early, high capital freeze costs develop
due to the high value dimension of the parts. A know-how gradient between the
construction department and the purchasing department is just as characteristic as the
high complexity and enormous extent of the parts mentioned above. Therefore the
criterion of flexibility is difficult to achieve. However, if a supplier is able to offer an
excellent level of flexibility, it can gain competitive advantage.
Combined with the high technical complexity, service offerings such as extended
warranties, integration into the research and development process as well as the ability
and willingness to innovate can be advantageous for a prospect supplier. Also, the high
value dimension of A-parts furthers the importance of service offerings. In particular the
product-augmenting services play a special role. Based on the high value dimension and
high lead times, individual financing can increase the attractiveness of a supplier, since
it allows preserving the liquidity of the company.
The outlined characteristics for an order-related single-part manufacturer result in
high technical, high economic and high political risks for the enterprise.
Socio-political criteria are hardly affected by the characteristics of the order-related
single-part manufacturer. These may gain ever more significance, however, in times of
economic crisis.
Furthermore, it can be stated that the high value dimension as well as the technical
complexity of the individual orders, substantiate the most crucial differences between
the goals of the order-related single-part manufacturer and mass production.
The following paragraph will outline the dimensions and alternatives which will be
further used in combination with the derived criteria to build the AHP model. This in
turn will be used to aid selecting a suitable sourcing strategy. First, the dimensions of a
sourcing strategy will be introduced; secondly they will be combined into alternatives.
Alternative sourcing strategies
The dimension intensity of relationship with suppliers consists of two parametric
values: “cooperative“ and “competitive“. The characteristics of cooperative
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relationships include long-term contracts as well as a close, trusting commitment
between customer and supplier. A short-term contract and tougher negotiations are
typical for competitive relationships. In alignment with the resource-based-view of the
firm (RBV), the intensity of the relationship usually increases with rising strategic
importance of the product or service. It follows that in cooperative relationships only
one or two suppliers for each product or service will be employed, whereas competitive
relationships draw on several suppliers simultaneously (Arnold, 1997).
The second dimension is the degree of internationalization of the supplier base, with
the two extremes “local sourcing” and “global sourcing“. The level of internationality
increases with the geographical distance between supplier and customer. As a result of
globalization more sourcing opportunities arise. Global sourcing demands a careful
selection and very exact evaluation of suppliers. The evaluation and the selection should
always be done in accordance with the business objectives (Vahrenkamp, 2007; van
Weele, 2010).
The degree of vertical internalization is characterized by two poles: “make” and
“buy”. If “make” is chosen, a company produces products and services in-house,
whereas “buy” postulates sourcing activities from economically and legally independent
suppliers. Both, the transaction-cost-theory and the RBV explain when to choose
“make” rather than “buy”. The RBV states that if an activity is scarce, not imitable, not
substitutable and of value to the firm, it should be made rather than outsourced (Child,
2005). Therefore activities relevant to the business’ core competencies and competitive
advantages shall never be bought-in.
Combining these three dimensions results in eight alternatives, which are shown in
figure 2.

Alternative 1

Intensity of relationship
with supplier

Alternative 2

cooperative

competitive

make
buy

Degree of
internationalization

Alternative 3
Figure 2 - Putting the three dimensions together to form eight possible alternative sourcing
strategies. Three of which are investigated using the AHP.

It is important to note that the possibility to make or buy products exists in
cooperative and competitive, as well as in global and local relationships. Organizational
units can practice internal competitive relationships, for example, in the case of center
organizations which compete with other independent companies (Friedrich, 2003). In
contrast, the characteristics of in-house cooperative relationships are coordinated
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processes and close, trusting commitments between the different organizational units. A
global in-house manufacturing is usually executed by multinational companies.
Because this paper concentrates on the sourcing process of A-parts for order-related
single-part production, suitable alternatives will be chosen and their most important
strengths and weaknesses will be revealed (cf. in the following: Arnold, 1997; Ernst,
2002; Krokowski, 1998; Schulte, 2001; van Weele, 2010; Vahrenkamp, 2007).
According to alternative 1 the A-part is cooperatively made in-house, in great
geographical distance to the customer. As a result of lower labor costs abroad, currency
fluctuation and higher choice amongst possible suppliers, material costs may decrease.
Information is shared within the same company, thus the search for information is
simpler and more transparent. This results in better planning reliability, more
dependable processes and lower transaction costs. Principal-agent problems become
less important, because of long-term contracts and a stronger loyalty to the company.
However, differences in mentality, culture and education can complicate
communication and collaboration between the organizational units. They may also
cause higher transactions costs and endanger product quality. The long-term contracts,
the close commitment, the specific know-how as well as high loyalty all benefit
transaction costs. In international companies this is supported by sharing the same
standards, analog processes, common instructions, one production system and similar
hierarchies. Caused by a lot of huge and heavy components, single-part production has
special transportation needs. Because of this, locating production closer to the customer
could reduce logistic costs and therefore total costs. Great distances also imply risk and
endanger short-term delivery reliability as well as process flexibility. In contrast the
certainty of the long-term economic situation of the supplier is higher because relevant
information can be gathered easier within the same company. Because of the
cooperative relationship a short-term change of the supplier is more difficult. On the
other hand, the close collaboration with the supplier offers the possibility to break into
new markets with the supplier’s help. Because production is conducted in-house, little
competition and great distances between production facilities, product-related services
could be at risk. Conversely product-augmenting services could be an advantage of
alternative 1, because of the cooperative collaboration within one company. But for the
same reason the service could become worse over the years, if no competition exists. In
case of in-house production, sociopolitical goals may be easier to achieve. This could be
based on the assumption that compensation schemes and employment relations can
become more transparent and controllable. But global sourcing may weaken the
position of the local economy and could avoid local environmental requirements.
Alternative 2 proposes to buy A-parts from local suppliers, while emphasizing
cooperative relationships. Although initially transaction costs for buying products are
higher than those of in-house production, they could be reduced because of long-term
contracts, similar mentality, same language and similar ways of working. The long-term
contracts also offer the possibility to standardize and establish common processes
benefiting product quality and process quality. For A-parts product quality is very
important and demands an early integration of the supplier into the engineering process,
to guarantee a smooth production flow. The interdependence between supplier and
customer can also be an advantage, because both can grow together and help each other,
e.g. in times of crisis. Furthermore, the short distance can benefit process flexibility as
well as product-related services. In contrast to product-augmenting services, productrelated services can suffer, due to the long-term character of the cooperative
relationship. This alternative seems to fulfill the sociopolitical criteria in the best way.
Because of the local surrounding and the close relationship, sociopolitical aspects are
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easier to encourage and to control. Also the local industry can be supported and local
environmental standards are more transparent. Public opinion may also help to enforce
sociopolitical goals.
Alternative 3 proclaims to globally buy A-parts within a competitive relationship.
This uses the advantages of competition and potentially leads to lower material costs.
Probably transaction costs are higher, however, caused by the short-term competitive
relationship and the globally located suppliers. Long lead times and great distances
could be a risk for short-term delivery reliability and process flexibility. Since a great
variety of global suppliers exists and contracts are short-term, product flexibility and the
ability to change to other suppliers are high. The short-term relations may not allow for
high product-augmenting services, however, other criteria may be more important. With
regard to sociopolitical goals, this alternative poses potential threats. Local jobs, the
local economy and environmental goals could be endangered.
The derived criteria and alternatives were tested in expert interviews. The following
section provides the results.
Results
The proposed multi-criteria decision-aiding framework has not been rejected by either
expert. Moreover, it was described as better suiting their needs than currently employed
methods. The approach was comprehensible for the experts and included the most
important criteria for both companies. Although, the decision-maker from company S
initially did not identify the subcriteria for flexibility, the sociopolitical criterion,
logistic costs and product-augmenting services when asked for relevant criteria, he
nevertheless accepted them when suggested by the framework. All other criteria were
mentioned from the beginning. He further emphasized the importance of engineering
costs and agreed that they should be considered by determining overall material costs.
Thus the derived criteria, subcriteria and alternatives with company T can also be
applied to company S.
In regards to the goals pursued by the two order-related single-part manufacturers
four statements can be made. First, with a more than five percentage-points lead, both
companies ranked quality as the most important criterion. This matches the
expectations, since it clearly reflects the characteristics of an order-related single-part
manufacturer, such as the high complexity and high value dimension of A-parts.
Second, the sociopolitical criterion was found to be the least important (less than 5%).
Considerations to strengthen the local economy were found to have little impact on the
decision, whereas the importance of social objectives was accepted. Third, company T
is relatively product-oriented while company S stressed the importance of processes.
For company T product quality, product flexibility and product-related services are
important criteria. Company S acknowledged the importance of process flexibility,
while ranking product quality and process quality equally. Moreover, the significance of
product-related and product-augmenting services was found to be the same. According
to company S, good processes at the supplying company are required to leverage its
own process insufficiencies. Forth, transaction costs play a minor role for both
companies (6.7%).
Table 1 shows the results for the two companies. Applying the derived criteria
weights on the proposed alternatives, Alternative 2 is found to best suit company T (42
%). The second-best option is Alternative 3 (29.2%), while option 1 is considered to be
marginally inferior (28.9%). Since the criteria and alternatives had been developed with
company T, the suitability of the proposed framework is confirmed by the fact, that the
actual sourcing strategy chosen by company T is Alternative 2. The framework
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proposes Alternative 2 (45%) for company S, followed by Alternative 1 (29.3%). It is
interesting that company S originally preferred Alternative 3 as their new sourcing
strategy, which did not reflect the company’s goals sufficiently as the results show
(25.7%).
Table 1 - The results for company T and company S
Company T

Company S

Alt. A

Alt. B

Alt. C

Alt. A

Alt. B

Alt. C

Optimal provision of
production factors

28.9%

42.0%

29.2 %

29.3%

45.0%

25.7 %

Cost

24.4%

25.9%

49.7%

24.4%

25.9%

49.7%

Quality

41.6%

47.6%

10.8%

38.9%

50.7%

10.4%

Dependability

24.2%

54.9%

21.0%

24.2%

54.9%

21.0%

Flexibility

22.9%

36.5%

40.4%

29.3%

47.9%

22.8%

Service

16.6%

37.5%

45.9%

21.0%

43.0%

36.1%

Sociopolitical

36.8%

52.9%

10.3%

38.7%

51.2%

10.1%

During the course of the interview, few inconsistencies in the preference matrices
appeared and were reduced to a just acceptable level (<.13) by pointing them out to the
interviewee.
The conducted sensitivity analyses showed stable results for company S. For
company T the evaluation of Alternative 2 is also robust. For the quality criteria,
however, a 3.2% increase leads to a priority shift from Alternative 3 to Alternative 1.
Decreasing the importance of costs by 7.5% or decreasing the weight of flexibility by
8.8% can obtain the same results. The interactive approach of the proposed framework
can be of advantage when analyzing the problems shown by the sensitivity analysis.
Confronted with the results, company T claims not to rank Alternative 3 better than
Alternative 1. Option 1 would better suit company T because product quality is taken as
granted and it would not even consider an alternative if it cannot guarantee the required
product quality level. If quality were assumed as equal across alternatives, material
costs would also need to be the same for all options. Furthermore, company T ranks the
importance of ex-ante services higher than that of services spanning the whole life-cycle
of the product. Cooperative supplier relationships could help this end. Considering
those comments in the framework, the ranking of Alternative 1 (29%) and Alternative 3
(27.9%) is reversed.
Table 2 - Comparing normal with abnormal economic circumstances
Company T

Company S

Normal

Crisis

Difference

Normal

Crisis

Difference

Cost

19.9%

21.8%

+1.9

20.2%

38.1%

+17.9

Quality

27.5%

26.8%

-0.7

25.4%

14.0%

-11.4

Dependability

20.7%

20.0%

-0.7

17.6%

21.3%

+3.7

Flexibility

22.7%

22.7%

+0.0

20.1%

15.2%

-4.9

Service

5.2%

4.8%

-0.4

11.9%

7.2%

-4.7

Sociopolitical

4.1%

3.8%

-0.3

4.8%

4.2%

-0.6
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The recent global economic crisis has dissimilar impacts on the sourcing strategies of
the two companies. Even though the decision-aiding framework still suggests selecting
Alternative 2 for either company, Alternative 3 is able to narrow the gap between the
best alternatives to less than 10 percentage-points. Company T has changed its sourcing
strategy towards a more short-term oriented approach. The relative weight of the
subcriterion “ability to change to another supplier” soared from 34.8% to 53.8% and
that of “short-term delivery reliability” from 50% to 83.3%, leading to a better ranking
of Alternative 3. Since the weights of the quality subcriteria remained unchanged,
company T is not willing to compromise on this point. The relative significance of cost
also remains equal.
Having increased from 20.2% to 38.1%, the cost criterion is of the utmost
importance for company S under difficult economic circumstances. Apparently the
company is willing to compromise on quality, flexibility and service to achieve lower
costs. Interesting, however, is the fact that the relative weights of social goals and longterm economic situation of the supplier increase. Company S explains this with its extra
long production duration and the implied risk of losing a supplier during a project.
A contradiction follows for each company. The one for company T is to
simultaneously achieve an acceptable level of costs and quality, while emphasizing
short-term reliability and the flexibility to change partners. The contradiction of
company S is to emphasize costs boldly on the one hand, while requesting long-term
economic stability and social adequateness from partners on the other. Both companies
trust Alternative 2 to solve them.
Conclusion
The fundamental aim of this work was to support strategic sourcing decisions by using a
formal decision-making process.
First, a case study with company T was conducted. It became clear that multi-criteria
decision-making models could be used for sourcing decisions concerning A-parts of an
order-related single-part manufacturer. It was shown, in particular, that deriving weights
could be improved by using pairwise comparisons. Second, as it became clear in a
further interview with company S, the developed model is also transferable to that
order-related single-part manufacturer. Thus the proposed model can support the
decision-making process for future sourcing strategies for that company. Furthermore, it
became obvious that only expert knowledge was extracted to build a decision-making
framework, rather than formulating generally applicable results, suitable for any
company.
This leaves room for further studies in this field. First, discussing the parametric
values of the used dimensions is desirable, since it remains unclear if they are, as the
proposed framework suggests, discrete or if they are rather continuous. A distinction
between the “end” of local sourcing and the “beginning” of global sourcing, for
example, may remain vague. Second, it would be worthwhile applying the proposed
decision-making process to sourcing decisions of other companies, in order to produce
more generalizable results. Third, the shown impact of an economic crisis on the
strategic sourcing decision for A-parts can be a starting point for future research.
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